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Smile if you wish
Betting!
Rohit: Hi Suresh! What were you doing there?
Suresh: Did you know that the world is going to end on December 12th, 2012?
Rohit: Common! It can’t be true.
Suresh: You know many astrologers predicted it.
Rohit: So what were you doing at that betting gang?
Suresh: I was betting with them that the world is going to end on that day.
Rohit: What was the stack?
Suresh: Well! If the world ends, I will get all their property; If not, I lose my property.
Rohit:    

Second place!
Sajit: Congratulations Sujit! I heard that you came in second place.
Sujit: Thank you for your wishes. I missed the first place due to one wrong thought.
Sajit: What is it?
Sujit: I was initially lagging. I picked up speed; passed the person in 4th place, passed the
person in 3rd place; passed the person in 2nd place and then relaxed thinking I am in First
place.
Sajit:     

Chocolate Fun
Rishi : Hey Tejas! Will you give me a chocolate?
Tejas : Why just one? If you can correctly guess how many chocolates I have then you can
have them both.
Rishi : All right let me guess. Hmm… you have three chocolates.
Tejas: 

First place in running race!
Press person I : Sir! You set a record, which looks unbeatable. How could you achieve it?
Press person II : Who is inspiration for it?
Winner : Tommy! He made me realize my inner potential.
Press person I : Can you please introduce Mr. Tommy?
Winner : I don’t know where he is now. I still remember, I met him at 7th street and Grand.
Press person II : Can you describe him?
Winner : Ofcourse! He is brown in color. Having 4 legs, one tail and barks once in a while.
Press persons : 

Horse-Wagon
Mother : What are you doing Chintu?
Chintu : See I have painted a horse and a wagon.
Mother : But where is the wagon?
Chintu : The horse will draw it.
(Smile! whenever you can. Smile keeps your worries miles away!)
Let us see some more jokes in next issue. Till then, Good Bye!

